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Comparison between experiment and perturbation theory for solitons in Josephson junctions
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Experiments have been made on long inline and overlap Josephson junctions at various tempera-

tures and current densities. The junctions had parameters such that the recently developed pertur-
bation theory for soliton motion according to the modified sine-Gordon equation should be applic-
able. A comparison showed that this is the case, and the damping constant was derived as a func-
tion of the temperature. In addition, results were obtained for the soliton-antisoliton annihilation

process. A fine structure in the zero-field steps at low temperatures is interpreted as being due to
plasma oscillations in connection with soliton reflections at the boundaries.

I. INTRODUCTION

The topic of solitons in long Josephson junctions has at-
tracted considerable interest in recent years. The aim of
the present paper is to make a detailed comparison be-
tween experiments and the recently developed perturba-
tion theory for soliton motion in the modified sine-
Gordon equation. ' Previous comparisons ' are based on
very time-consuming numerical computations and thus
are restricted to a few parameter values. In the present
work the junctions had normalized lengths larger than 25
and damping constants less than 0.1, a parameter range
ideal for a comparison with the analytic results of the per-
turbation theory. ' ' The comparison gives values of the
damping constant that are confirmed by an independent
calculation. Also, experimental results for the soliton-
antisoliton annihilation threshold are compared with pre-
dictions of the perturbation theory. Finally, a fine struc-
ture in the I-V curves at low temperatures is interpreted as
soliton interaction with plasma oscillations in contradic-
tion to previous suggestions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II a short re-

view of the perturbation theory for soliton motion in the
modified sine-Gordon equation is given. Section III de-

scribes the samples investigated and shows some represen-
tative I-V curves. Section IV deals with the soliton
dynamics obtainable from the I-V curves, Sec. V deals
with soliton-antisoliton annihilation, and Sec. VI discusses
the fine structure observed at low temperatures. The pa-
per is concluded with a short summary.

II. SUMMARY OF PERTURBATION RESULTS

tion depth AJ ——(irt/2puedJ)', and time t in units of the
reciprocal plasma frequency coo ', where coo=(2eJ/Pic)'~ .
J is the maximum pair current density, d is the magnetic
thickness of the barrier (d =A, &+A&+to), and c is the
capacitance per unit area. The parameter a is the damp-
ing constant, a=6 (fi/2eJc)', where. 6 is the shunt con-
ductance per unit area. a = I /(P, )'~, where P, is the usu-
al McCumber parameter. For an overlap junction [inset
in Fig. 2(a)] with uniform current distribution,
il =I&,/Io~. Here Iz, is the bias current and Io" JWL is-—
the critical current of a junction of length L and width W.
The perturbation theory requires l =L /A, J ~&1,
tu = W/A, s « 1, and ct « 1.

For the overlap geometry the perturbation theory '

with boundary conditions P„(O,t)=$„(l,t) =0 leads to a
steady-state soliton velocity u „(normalized to c =AJcoo)
given by

u„=[1+(4a/~ 1) 7] (2)

and so-called zero-field steps occur in the I-V curve at
voltages (normalized to irtcoo/2e),

„u= 2nuit„ I/,

where n is the number of steps.
For the inline case ' [geometry shown in inset in Fig.

2(b)] the maximum critical current is Ip" ——4A.sWJ. The
current is flowing in an antisymmetric way [F1=0 in Eq.
(1)] and enters only through the boundary conditions
P„(O,t) = P„(l,t) =—tc, where tc =Is, /2WAs J. -Even
though the dynamics are quite different, zero-field steps
occur here much the same way as in the overlap case. '

They are given by

The long Josephson junction is assumed to be described
by the modified sine-Gordon equation'

+0n+cstt t+»n4 =ri .

Here P(x, t) is the space- and time-dependent phase differ-
ence between the two superconducting films. The spatial
variable x is measured in units of the Josephson penetra-

Ig,K=
2A,J WJ

u„=n2 irlul .

sinh(al /2)
'2

tanh(al /2u, „) —1
tanh(al/2)

i 1/2 (4)
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III. SAMPLES AND I-V CURVES
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to the perturbation result of Eqs. (2) and (3). The fitting is
done in the following way. First the voltage of the
asymptote is determined by inspection (this is often easiest
to do with an applied magnetic field). The value of the
current Id, where the voltage has reached I/i/2 times its
asymptotic value is normalized to the measured critical
current Io (see inset in Fig. 3). Then the solid curve is cal-
culated with

I

l

l

I

I

I

I

t

I

V(pV)

FIG. 3. Overlap junction, J=570 A/cm, T=5.2 K, n =1:
Simple fit to Eq. {2). Inset shows the fitting procedure. The
dashed-dotted curve corresponds to a large applied magnetic
field.

As can be seen from Fig. 3 the fit is quite perfect and u
can be determined very well. The spike effect is taken
into account by normalizing the current to 0.76I& instead
of Io. Since u„depends only on the combination I)/a
this new normalization reduces the fitted values of Iz with
the factor 0.7MS/Io. However, it leaves the fit in Fig. 3
unchanged. We found experimentally that the ratio
0.7bIS/Io is independent of temperature, consistent with
the nature of the spike effect. For both of the overlap
junctions the first zero-field step could be fitted to u „,as
shown in Fig. 3, as long as the temperature was not too
low (T)4.2 K). The fitted values of a decrease strongly
with temperature. For lower temperatures the shape of
the zero-field step changed qualitatively, and a simple
one-parameter fit as in Fig. 3 was no longer possible. We
suggest the reason is that a becomes so small that other
damping mechanisms become important. In order to ex-
plore that possibility we have included surface-impedance
damping in the model. This adds"o another term—

ing in the spikes the y parameter of Ref. 8 becomes 2/m

and the I-V curve is very close to the pure overlap case.
Thus, the main effect of neglecting the spikes is an in-
correct normalization of II. A value of a obtained by a fit
to Eq. (2) will be incorrect by a factor Io /Io (-3 in Fig.
1).

Figure 2(a) shows in an expanded scale the zero-field
steps near the origin for the junction in Fig. 1, and Fig.
2(b) shows the zero-field steps for the inline junction on
the same substrate. The depression of the critical current
in the inline junction, relative to 70% of the gap increase,
gives all independent cstlnla'tc of I siIlcc
Iz"/0. 7MS=4Az/I. . The result for Fig. 2(b) is 1=30, in
agreement with the previous estimates. Also shown in
Fig. 2(a) is the I-V curve when a magnetic field sufficient-
ly large to quench the Josephson effect is applied. This I-
V curve is the subgap quasiparticle resistance at low volt-
ages, Rop, and will become an important parameter in the
next sectj.on.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT
AND PERTURBATION THEORY

I

15

Flgllrc 3 sllows fol' thc ovcl'lap junction wltll J—570 FIQ. 4. Qverlap junction, J=570 A/cm, T—2 K., II =1:
A/cm at high temperatures a simple fit of the n =1 step Computer fit with a and P at low temperatures.
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FIG. 5. Fitted values of a. Circles J=570 A/cm2, squares
J=270 A/cm . Cross-hatched region gives the range of fitted
P's. Smooth curves have been drawn through the data.

FIG. 6. Fitted values of o. and aq„plotted against calculated
values of a and a ~,. Circles J=570 A/cID', squares J=270
A/cm .

PP~,—in Eq. (1), and u „ is determined from the follow-

ing equation

4 u„
~ (1—u„)'~ 3(1—u„)

(6)

With P=O Eq. (6) reproduces Eq. (2). The fitting of a
and P in Eq. (6) to the experimental I-V curves was done
by a two-parameter fit on a desk computer, and a typical
example is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen the fit is quite
satisfactory and values of a and P can be derived.

Thc preceding d1scuss1on Hlay be Undclstood best by
considering the results for a(T) as shown in Fig. 5. For
both of the junctions a is a strongly varying function of
temperature, spanning more than two decades. Note that
the ratio between the a values of the two junctions is
about 1.5, consistent with the expectation from the defini-
tion of a that it varies as the square root of the current
density. P is in general small and the determination not
very precise since it depends very critically on the value
chosen for c (given by the asymptote). The general range
of P is shown as the cross-hatched region. The values of
a and P obtainei at 4.2 K are in good agreement with the
computer-fitted values obtained in Ref. 2 for similar types
of junctions. For values of a such that a »p (T & 3.5—4
K) the effect of a small P term does not introduce much
uncertainty in the a determination. For small values of a
(T & 3 K) the uncertainty in P gives a similar uncertainty
in a. In principle, the low-temperature end of Fig. 5
could be improved by an improved measurement of c(T)
and possibly by using a three-parameter fit with a, P, and
c. This is beyond the scope of the present paper.

A natural qucst1on to ask ls: What g1vcs tbc strong
temperature variation of a'? From Eq. (1), a=1/(P, )'~,
where P, =2eIOR C/h is the Mccumber parameter.

Since the capacitance does not change with temperature,
and since Io varies only about a factor of 2 in our experi-
ment, these observations cannot explain a variation of a
over more than two decades. For the resistance 8 the
normal-state resistance Rz is often used in estimates of
the McCumber parameter P, . R~, however, does not vary
with temperature. We found that the resistance R&p ob-
tained at low voltages when a large magnetic field is ap-
plied accounts very well for the observed temperature
varlatlon of a. The resistance Ilgp was introduced ln con-
nection with Fig. 2(a), and its origin is tunneling quasipar-
ticles below the gap. The very strong temperature depen-
dence of Rgp reflects the fact that we are working at the
lower side of the 6& —62 singularity in a junction with
two different superconductors.

Figure 6 shows a diagram of the fitted values ar„versus
the calculated values a„~,. In all data Io 0.7bIz was-—
used, and in a„&„G=1/R&p was inserted, as discussed
above. The capacitance C was determined from the mea-
surement of c and the dimensions of the junction. For
the 570-A/cm junction we find C =2.33 nF (13.1
pF/cm'), and for the 270-A/cm junction we find
C =1.79 nF (11.9 pF/cm ). Since a realistic uncertainty
on the capacitances" is much larger than this difference
we have chosen to use C =2.0 nF for both junctions. Al-
lowing for the various uncertainties we conclude from Fig.
6 that our determination of a is correct, and that it can be
determined from a knowledge of Io (or Mz), C, and Rqp.

As to the results for P a critical remark is appropriate:
Although we found it possible to obtain a reasonable fit at
low temperatures by introducing this term, and although
the order of magnitude was correct compared to other
similar work, our fitting procedure does not exclude the
possibility of other corrections to replace or supplement
the P term. Such corrections could, for example, be (i)
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3 . 1nonlinearities in ~p anR [an additional term 5P, in Eq.
r in E . (6),will lead to a correction similar to that for P m q.

ii deviations from Eq. (2) occurring when rl/a becomes
12 ' ' ~ d ping te~ possibly being includ-

ed in Eq. (1). At the present stage the derivation o P
from experiment is not sufficien y pntl recise to give a defi-
nite answer to such questions.

The perturbation theory predicts the voltage o ig er-

order steps o sca ed t t cale with n. Figure 7 shows the experimen-
2 and 4 areta resu s.1 lt Here the steps numbered, 2, an

of4 2 andrecorded with relative voltage amplifications o
1 res ectively. Note that at the bottom of the steps, devi-

ations from scaling occur ...is '

pe ura'rt b tion theory and has its origin in a time delay con-
ed with either fluxon-antifluxon collisions or col-

lisions with the boundaries. At lower temperatu eres &small-

er a) we found more perfect scaling.
F' 8 shows the n =1 step of an inline and an over-Figure s ows

ensitlap junction wi eqith equal dimensions a,nd current
'

y
a=0.017 and(J-270 A/cm ). For this temperature a= . an

i=35 and we obtain al=0.6. The perturbation calcula-
tion predicts or a —+f l 0 that in absolute current and volt-

he two I-V curves should be identical, exceptage scales t e wo
f r the inlineta ech t th urrent range is more restricte or e

'

sli ht-junction. or a. F al &1 the inlineI-V curve should be 'g

ly on the insi e o e'd f th overlap junction and should return
to zero votage a a1 t finite value of the bias current. x-

zero-fieldcept for the switching at the bottom of the zero- ie

these qualitative features are observe
' 'g.inpi. 8. Asteps, ese q

in E s. (4) and (5)fit to the inline junction I Vcurve u-sing qs.
gives a value o a = . ,

'f l =0 6 in agreement with the previous
estimate.

V. SOLITON-ANTISOLITON ANNIHILATION
AND STORAGE

A
'

ident from the I-V curve deviations rom theAs is evi en r
ottom of1 d 1 of moving solitons occur at the o

the zero-field steps where the I-V curves switc . or
overlap junctions wo

'
1t solitons disappear simultaneously,

i.e., as the current is decreased the junction switches
throu h decreasing even steps or odd steps depending on
the initial condition [Fig. 2(a)]. This is equivalent to a

1' - ntisoliton annihilation process. For the n =1 stepso iton-an iso i
a specla p eno

'
1 h omenon was observed in both o e p

junctions. If the junction switches to zero voltage rom
of the n =1 step the full critical current is notthebottomo t en= s

The 'unctiono aine obt
'

d n a subsequent current increase. e junc
Fi . 2(a),h b k to the n =1 step at the point A in ig.switc es ac

and the procedure may be repeated. %e interpre
t th end of the junction in the following

. Owin to the current spikes at the ends, as discusseway. wing o
S II the boundary condition for the solito

~ ~

in ec. , e
litude andis P„(0,t) =O. Here cr is determ. ined by the amplitud

width (=A,J) of the current spike. The soliton may e-
come trapped at the boundary when its value of P„ is

F =0 (no current spikes) the soliton can-
not become stationary with a finite value o t e ias, u

ined b E . (2). The stored soliton can be released
only by decreasing the bias current throug ze

1 b switching to finite voltages from the top
i ht beo the n =1 step. We note here that this effect mig e
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PIG. 9. Overlap junction, J =570 A/em . q,„corresponding
to lower threshold of n =2 step as a function of aq, . Solid line:
soliton-antisoliton annihilation curve after Ref. 1.
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employed in a superconducting information storage sys-
tem.

For the n =2 step no such phenomena was observed.
Here, however, we expect the lower limit of soliton motion
to be determined by a soliton-antisoliton annihilation pro-
cess in the center of the line. For the infinite line this pro-
cess was investigated within the framework of the per-
turbed sine-Gordon equation by McLaughlin and Scott. '

Since our line has a normalized length l of about 50, a
comparison seems justified. Figure 9 shows the normal-
ized values of the bias current rl,„for the lower threshold
of the n =2 step, together with the corresponding values
of a obtained earlier. In the same diagram is also shown
the curve for the soliton-antisoliton annihilation process
on the infinite line as derived by McLaughlin and Scott. '

%e note that there is agreement even beyond expectation
taking the uncertainty of a into account. However, a pro-
nounced deviation occurs for the lower values of a. This
is not unexpected, since from Fig. 5 this is the range
where the surface-impedance damping P becomes more
important than a, and a P contribution was not included
in the theoretical calculation. For the higher-order steps
we cannot directly explain the increased lower threshold
for soliton propagation which is observed experimentally
[Fig. 2(a)]. We note, though, that as the line length per
soliton becomes smaller on the higher-order steps, the ef-
fects of the finite size become important. For the lossless
case (a=0) the lower stability limit for a finite-size junc-
tion was calculated in Ref. 13. From those results one
may calculate a minimum soliton velocity' u;„possible
in a junction of a given length. Qualitatively, this varia-
tion of u;„with l may account for the increased lower
threshold observed in Fig. 2(a); however, a more detailed
comparison w111 fequlI'e a model with a finite A.

For the inhne junction [Fig. 2(b)] the fluxon storage
process on the n =1 step was also observed. Here the
main qualitative difference from the overlap case is that
the upper threshold of a step may imply switching to a
lower step, i.e., losing a single soliton in the reflection pro-

PIG. 10. Overlap junction, J=570 A/cm, T=2 K.. Pine
structure of zero-field steps.

cess. The details were, however, temperature dependent
(-o. dependent). At T=-3 K the same junction as in Fig.
2(b) showed four zero-field steps with switching charac-
teristics exactly the same as those for the overlap junction
in Fig. 2(b). Although in general only little is known of
the detailed behavior of the reflection process at the boun-
dary, we note that Fig. 8 in Ref. 15 may be used as an ap-
proximation to the inline junction with low damping. A
meaningful comparison, however, would require more de-
tailed calculations than those of Ref. 15.

Finally, it should be mentioned that at low temperatures
a very regular fine structure is observed in the zero-field
steps, as shown in Fig. 10. The voltage spacing between
the fine structure steps scales with number n of the zero-
field step. A previous observation of such fine structure"
was interpreted as a fractional number cavity-niode struc-
ture at voltage» =(p/q)~(c/I ) with p and q integer
numbers. Our results may also be interpreted that way,
and quite reasonable (low) numbers for p and q result.

However, such an explanation is not fully satisfactory
since the dispersion relation for small oscillations (in nor-
malized units) is ~ =k +1. Since l ~&1, we obtain k=0
and ~=1, and plasma oscillations —not cavity
oscillations —are to be expected. Indeed, in numerical
simulations, radiation in the form of plasma oscillations
often occur in connection with the reflection of a sohton
at the boundary. If al gg 1, as is the case here at low tem-
peratures (al=0, 04 in Fig. 10), those plasma osciliations
may persist for a long time. From the known current den-
sity and capacitance, the plasma frequency in Fig 10 is.
estimated to about 60 GHz. Since the soliton frequency is
of an order of a few gigahertz, the interaction between the
soliton and the plasma wave is the following. As the soli-
ton goes back and forth on the line, the whole line oscil-
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) I I I data and the data in Ref. 17 may be interpreted in terms
of either fractional cavity modes or plasina oscillations.
Applying a magnetic field might possibly allow a distinc-
tion. Unfortunately, little is known of the inagnetic field
dependence of either type of oscillation. However, both
experiments correspond to the strongly nonlinear limit,
and the dispersion relation requires small amplitude oscil-
lations to be plasma oscillations. Accepting that, the
fine-structure oscillations give an independent method of
determining the plasma frequency.

I

(n

5 r

pr ( I ) i t

0 5
) ( ) ) l

20 25 30

FIG. 11. Overlap junction, J=570 A/cm, T=2 K. (V„)
vs arbitrary numbering. Note the broken axes to determine n'.

lates many times at the plasma frequency. An interfer-
ence requires n'co„j ——coo, i.e., structure should be observed
at voltages V„given by n'V„=n 2fuoo/2e, where n' is a
number to be determined, and n is the number of the
zero-field step. In Fig. 11 consecutive values of llV„
from Fig. 10 are plotted versus an arbitrary numbering.
From the intersection of the line through the points with
the n' axis we obtain the n' values (n'-21 —29) and find
fo-65 GHz in reasonable agreement with the estimated
plasma frequency of 60 GHz. A close examination of the
data published in Ref. 17 shows that an interpretation in
terms of plasina oscillations instead of cavity oscillations
is very well possible. It gives a plasma frequency of order
70 GHz, which is very reasonable for the stated current
density.

As a conclusion of this section we note that both our

VII. SUMMARY

The present work has shown that for long junctions
with low damping the zero-field steps for both inline and
overlap junctions may be compared with the simple results
of the perturbation theory, and the damping constant may
be derived. The value of the damping constant is deter-
mined by the quasiparticle resistance at low voltage, ob-
tainable by applying a large magnetic field. For the
niobium-lead junctions investigated here the damping con-
stant is strongly temperature dependent, and at low tem-
peratures the surface impedance should be taken into ac-
count. It was observed that owing to current spikes at the
ends of the junction a soliton could become trapped there.
On the second zero-field step the soliton-antisoliton an-

nihilation threshold was found in agreement with predic-
tions of the perturbation theory. Finally, the fine struc-
ture at low temperatures was identified as being due to
plasma oscillations.
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